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Abstract—This paper presents research that works in
progress. Small private online courses (SPOCs) have received
widespread attention for their adaptability to blended teaching
in higher education. As an interactive tool, the SPOC discussion
forum generates a large amount of data every day, including
learning contents discussion, questions raising and feedback. In
this paper, the computer structure course served as the research
object, which is a SPOC for sophomores. Social network
analysis (SNA) methods were utilized to explore the network
extracted from the discussion forum. The results show that
learners’ three measures of centrality are significantly positively
related to learning outcomes, and learners who play different
roles in the discussion forum have a significant difference in
their final grades. Our results can enable faculties to improve
the curriculum and use online learning forums more effectively,
such as increasing the number of teacher assistants (TAs)
participating in the discussion forum, encouraging students to
check the discussion forum regularly and post their learning
feelings or questions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) has brought about
a revolution in education [1]. More and more universities
joined the MOOC wave in the past few years, launching
courses on a variety of platforms, like Coursera and edX.
However, as MOOC faces difficulties and challenges in
production costs, immersive learning experiences, and high
dropout rates, Small Private Online Course (SPOC) was
proposed in 2013 by Professor Armando Fox, Curriculum
Director of MOOCLab at the University of California. And
gradually, SPOC became the mainstream online education
model in higher education institutions. The advantages of
MOOC and traditional education models were integrated into
SPOC, which was a solution for higher education institutions
to reform MOOC resources for small-scale groups.
In the SPOC environments, interactions and
communications are the keys to knowledge transfer and
construction. From the traditional classroom discussions to
the online discussion forum, the space and the time of
interaction is expanded, and the efficiency of communication
is improved. There is a large amount of data generated in the
online discussion forum every day, including learning
contents, questions and feedback. Furthermore, it is of great
practical significance to extract valuable information from
the interactive data of online learners in the discussion forum
and analyze their learning behaviors to improve high-quality
online education.
Social network analysis (SNA) is considered as an
effective and useful tool for investigating interactions in
MOOC and SPOC environments due to its ability to extract
patterns of connections between learners and instructors [2].

In this study, SNA methods were used to visually analyze the
characteristics of a social network extracted from a SPOC
discussion forum, and to explore the interactive behaviors of
learners and the factors that may influence learners’ final
grades. The conclusions of our research can help to deepen
teachers' understanding of interactive behaviors in the SPOC
environment, improve the students’ experience of online
learning, and provide early interventions to at-risk students.
II. BACKGROUND
SNA methods have been applied to a variety of fields to
examine the characteristics of relationships between actors，
especially in online education research. Understanding the
social dimension of learning has gradually become the focus
of many areas of online education research, which makes
SNA a useful and vital tool [3].
Reference [4] investigated students’ behavior patterns
within discussion forums in terms of behaviors and emotions.
They found a significant difference between both the highperforming group and low-performing group, as well as the
registered group and non-registered group, which suggests
that students in different groups tend to have different
behaviors and emotions in the discussion forums.
Reference [5] analyzed the social network characteristics
of students. Their results show that active students are more
likely to obtain higher learning outcomes, and the multiple
roles participating in the discussion forum can increase the
enthusiasm of learners.
Reference [6] adopted the multinomial logistic regression
(MLR) analysis to examine the association between students’
centrality and their learning outcomes. The results suggest
that centrality in strongly connected networks is not
associated with the learning outcomes. In contrast, with more
relaxed interactions, centrality is significantly positively
associated with the learning outcomes.
Reference [7] analyzed students’ interactions within
twitter. The results show that participants prefer to interact
with those who had similar scores, and learners with higher
scores can initiate more topics and attract more responses
from others.
This paper analyzed the social network extracted from a
SPOC discussion forum based on SNA. Firstly, the essential
characteristics of the social network were analyzed.
Subsequently, we explored the relationship between learners’
social network position and learning outcomes. Finally, we
investigated whether the presence of different roles of learner
has an impact on their learning outcomes. Consequently, the
following three research questions will be discussed in this
paper:

 What are the characteristics of the social network

extracted from the SPOC discussion forum?
 What is the relationship between learners’ social
network position and learning outcomes?
 What impact do the different roles of learners have

on learning outcomes?

III. METHODOLOGY
A. Data
This study analyzed the discussion forum of the computer
structure course that was delivered on the Open edX platform
in Fall 2019. The overview of the course is illustrated in
TABLE I. 399 students participated in this course and 1707
messages were posted in the online discussion forum during
the whole semester.
The students’ final grades did not meet the normal
distribution through the Shapiro-Wilk test (W = 0.86109, pvalue = 5.00215e-18). Therefore, the Spearman rank
correlation coefficient was applied for correlation analysis,
and the Mann-Whitney U test was used for significance
analysis.
TABLE I.

OVERVIEW OF THE COMPUTER STRUCTURE COURSE

Descriptive
Achievement
Passed
Failed
Absent
Total
Posted messages
Threads
Responses
Comments
Total
Engaged within forum
Students
TAs
Other
Total

Fall 2019
295
90
14
399
470
700
537
1707
209
18
1
228

B. Social Network Analysis
A directed unweighted graph was extracted to represent
the interactions occurring within the discussion forum. In the
Open edX platform, three levels of interaction are provided.
A thread is the first level of interaction that opens a new
subject. Specifically, threads can be made as questions or
discussions, which means to solicit a concrete answer or to
start a conversation. A response is the second level of
interaction that is a reply posted directly to a thread to provide
a solution or continue the conversation. A comment is the
third level of interaction that is often a supplementary
material to a specific response. Based on the structure of the
discussion forum, we considered each message that is being
directed to the previous one as an interaction [7]. For example,
if participant B posted a response to a thread written by
participant A, a directed edge B→A would be added in the
graph. Furthermore, if participant C posted a comment on
participant B’s response, directed edges C→B and C→A
would be included as well. Finally, a directed unweighted
graph including all the interactions occurring within the
discussion forum would be generated.
SNA was applied to analyze the extracted graph in four
aspects, including basic properties, centrality, subgroup, and
role. The basic properties of a network are composed of the

number of nodes, number of connections, density, clustering
coefficient, transitivity and reciprocity.
Centrality analysis contains the centrality of nodes and
centralization of the overall network. The former usually
describes the importance of nodes, while the latter describes
the concentration trend of the whole network. There are three
measures of centrality, including degree centrality, closeness
centrality, and betweenness centrality. Degree centrality
refers to the number of connections a node has in the network.
It commonly reflects the popularity of a node. Closeness
centrality measures the shorted distance of a given node to all
other nodes in the network, reflecting a node’s potential to
connect with others. Betweenness centrality measures the
extent to which a node is at the center of other nodes,
reflecting the extent to which the node can control others. The
three measures of overall network centralization agree on the
assignment of extremes. They all assign the star network the
maximum score and wheel network the minimum score.
However, they differ in the intermediate forms and imply
three different theories of how centrality might affect group
processes [8].
Cohesive subgroups consist of nodes that are closely
connected. Cohesive subgroups are not only important social
network groups but also important indicators for measuring
the structure of social networks. Role analysis usually divides
the actors into different categories based on their properties
in the social network. We can gain some insights through
analyzing the behaviors of different roles.
C. Instrument
The social networks were analyzed utilizing NetworkX
2.3, which is a package for analyzing complex network in
python.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Basic Properties
The overall social network is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which
the red nodes represent Tas with the label “AT” in the
parentheses, and the grey nodes represent learners. The size of
the nodes is scaled by degree centrality. The basic properties
of the network are depicted in TABLE II. And the following
conclusions can be drawn from the table:
 The overall network is relatively sparse. The network
has 1,159 connections formed by 228 actors, with an
average of 5.08 connections per actor. The density is
0.022, which means that only 2.2% of the connections
exist in the network.
 The overall network shows a small clustering
coefficient. The average clustering coefficient and
transitivity are 0.176 and 0.097 respectively, that is,
the average of the fraction of possible triangles
through each node that exists is 17.6%, and the
fraction of all possible triangles present in the network
is 9.7%. This indicates that the network is loose-knit
instead of densely connected.
 The reciprocity of the overall network is 0.293, which
means the ratio of the number of edges pointing in
both directions to the total number of edges in the
network is 29.3%. This suggests that nearly a third of
the learners can get feedback.

TABLE II.
Properties
Number of nodes
Number of connections
Network density
Clustering coefficient
Transitivity
Reciprocity

BASIC PROPERTIES
Fall 2019
228
1159
0.02239
0.17613
0.09749
0.29163

Fig. 1. Overall social network

B. Centrality Analysis
1) Degree Centrality
The top ten nodes sorted by out-degree centrality and indegree centrality are shown in TABLE III. TAs “lfb”, “shh”
and learners “1837***50”, “183***66” both have higher outdegree centrality and in-degree centrality, indicating that they
were active in interacting with others. Learners “183***72”,
“183***47”, and “183***08” have a higher out-degree
centrality but a lower in-degree centrality. This kind of
learner actively expressed their views on the topics in the
discussion forum but received fewer responses from others.
Learners “183***65”, “183***46”, and “183***60” have a
higher in-degree centrality, but a lower out-degree centrality.
We can infer that the topics initiated by such learners were
meaningful and worth discussing that could acquire more
responses from others.
TABLE III.
Username
lfb
yzn
183***50
183***49
shh
183***66
183***72
183***47
182***08
183***05

Out-degree
0.30837
0.20705
0.16300
0.14978
0.13656
0.13216
0.12775
0.09692
0.09692
0.08370

DEGREE CENTRALITY
Username
shh
183***65
lfb
182***85
183***46
183***73
183***50
183***60
183***66
183***62

In-degree
0.17181
0.15859
0.14097
0.10573
0.10573
0.09251
0.08370
0.08370
0.07489
0.07489

in-closeness centrality can acquire information easier than
other learners.
TABLE IV.
Username
lfb
yzn
183***49
183***50
shh
183***66
183***72
183***47
183***05
182***85

CLOSENESS CENTRALITY

Out-closeness
0.45613
0.39879
0.39097
0.38345
0.37320
0.36539
0.35974
0.34807
0.33796
0.33552

Username
183**65
lfb
shh
182***85
183***60
183***46
183***07
183***36
183***50
182***26

In-closeness
0.36781
0.36682
0.35536
0.33121
0.32882
0.32724
0.32568
0.32260
0.32108
0.31661

3) Betweenness Centrality
There are the top ten nodes sorted by betweenness
centrality in TABLE V. The three TAs “lfb”, “shh” and “yzn”
have the highest betweenness centrality, indicating that they
play an intermediary role in the network and can control the
transmission of information. The learners in the table except
“78***01” have a higher degree centrality according to
TABLE III. This indicates that they have more connections
to other actors and play an essential role in the process of
facilitating information interaction. The learner "78***01"
has a higher betweenness centrality, but a lower degree
centrality. He may connect nodes that are located in different
subgroups and can control the information flow between
different groups.
TABLE V.
Username
lfb
shh
yzn
183***66
183***50
183***49
183***73
182***85
183***62
780***11

BETWEENNESS CENTRALITY
Betweenness
0.18615
0.08966
0.05938
0.04860
0.04788
0.04721
0.03293
0.03141
0.03050
0.02982

4) Centralization
Centralization refers to a network-level measure of
potentially exceptional nodes with the highest centrality in
the network, that is, how central the most central node is
concerning how central all the other nodes are [8].
The out-degree centralization and in-degree centralization
for the overall social network was 28.85% and 15.07%, which
was on the lower side. The degree of actors was relatively
evenly distributed and not centralized, which means that
learners could interact with a relatively large number of
actors, not only a few central nodes, showing that the overall
network is polycentric.

2) Closeness Centrality
The ten nodes with the highest out-closeness centrality
and in-closeness centrality are shown in TABLE IV. Due to
the nature of SPOC discussion forums, we could infer that
shorter distance to all the actors can be obtained, if the
individual can initiate meaningful topics and acquire many
responses. And shorter distance from all the actors can be
obtained, if the individual reply frequently to many other
discussions.

The betweenness centralization was observed as 18.13%,
showing a less intermediation of the network. Learners can
communicate freely without intermediaries within the
discussion forum.

Therefore, the actors with a higher out-closeness
centrality appear to have more potential to transmit
information to others. In comparison, the actors with a higher

5) Impact of Centrality on Final Grades
Upon analyzing the correlation between learners’
centrality and their final grades, the results illustrate that all

The out-closeness centralization and in-closeness
centralization was 50.61% and 33.27%, respectively, which
was on the higher side, showing a lower communication
efficiency of the overall network.

of the observed centrality measures were significantly and
positively related to the final grades, as depicted in TABLE
VI. Notably, the more central the learners were in the network,
the higher their learning outcomes would be achieved,
showing that students who actively participated in the
discussion forum and frequently interacted with other
learners were more likely to obtain good results.
TABLE VI.

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN CENTRALITY AND
FINAL GRADES

Centrality
Out-degree
In-degree
Out-closeness
In-closeness
Betweenness

Correlation
Coefficient
0.48934
0.43132
0.44024
0.50223
0.40852

2579.5, p-value = 0.11689). The different roles of learners
reflected the different behaviors when they encountered
difficulties. Initiators were more inclined to post questions
directly in the discussion forum when they had problems with
the learning materials. However, responders and brokers
were more inclined to think for themselves and answer the
questions posted by others. This demonstrates that
independent thinking can help learners gain a deeper
understanding of knowledge and obtain higher final grades.

P-value
< 2.2e-16
< 2.2e-16
< 2.2e-16
< 2.2e-16
< 2.2e-16

C. Subgroup Analysis
An important part of SNA is to reveal the subgroup
structure. There are many ways to detect subgroups in the
network and social circle was utilized in this study. Firstly,
all cliques with three actors were found in the network. Then,
the cliques that have two same actors were combined into a
social circle. Finally, there were six social circles in the
network shown in Fig. 2. Nodes in different social circles are
marked in different colors and have labels in the parentheses,
which are from 1 to 6 corresponding to the six social circles.
From the figure, we can find that there is no obvious subgroup
structure in the social network, and most actors are within the
same social circle. This shows the open nature of online
discussion forum, in which all participants can communicate
with each other freely without any obstacles.

Fig. 3. Learning outcomes of different roles

V. CONCLUSION
Through analyzing the social network extracted from the
SPOC discussion forum, the following conclusions can be
drawn.
The social network is polycentric and less intermediary,
which reflects the open nature of online discussion forum that
allows learners of different identities and status to
communicate with each other freely and equally.
TAs occupied the central positions of the network.
According to the centrality analysis, the effect of TAs cannot
be ignored that TAs can guide the discussions, propose
reasonable solutions, and enhance the enthusiasm of learners
to engage with the discussion forum. In an online learning
discussion forum, TAs are more likely to attract learners’
attention and influence others in the network. Therefore,
more TAs should be involved in the course and facilitate
learners’ enthusiasm for learning and discussing.

Fig. 2. Social circles

D. Role Analysis
There were different roles of learners engaging within the
discussion forum: initiators, responders, brokers, and isolates.
Initiators only have in-degrees, which means that they merely
post threads but never reply to others. Responders only have
out-degrees, that is, they merely reply to others but do not
post threads. Brokers have both in-degrees and out-degrees,
and isolates have no degrees.
There was a significant difference between the learning
outcomes of initiators and responders (U = 385.5, p-value =
0.03048), as well as initiators and brokers (U = 1429.0, pvalue = 0.00090). As shown in Fig. 3, the final grades of
responders and brokers were significantly higher than those
of initiators. Moreover, there was no significant difference
between the final results of responders and brokers (U =

The position of learners in the network can, to some
extent, predict their final grades. Generally speaking, learners
who are at the center of the network are more likely to obtain
high grades. Therefore, we should pay attention to marginal
learners and provide early interventions by recognizing atrisk individuals.
Different roles in the network may lead to different
levels of achievement. The final grades of the responders and
mediators were significantly higher than those of the
publishers, indicating that independent thinking can deepen
learners’ understanding of knowledge and obtain better final
grades. So, we should encourage learners to solve the
problems by themselves, and not just ask questions, but also
post more summary and reflective messages in the discussion
forum.
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